INTERACTIVE DISPLAY

SI-4

SpEcifications

The SI-4 Nanni interactive control display is the ultimate
solution for all Nanni engines situations. This State of the Art
high tech display will be the perfect match to vessels of all sizes
and will provide all engine parameters in a glimpse of an eye.
Easy to use simple menus will display all sensitive informations
such as : rated speed, temperatures, oil pressure, level of
remaining fuel, instant and average fuel consumption, batteries
status, rudder angle, engine history, hourly counter, next engine
service, DTC codes.

DESIGN
Timeless ■
Easy to integrate
With backlight illumination
Compact body
USER EXPERIENCE
Customizable front
Language-independent icons
Functional

SI-4

Electronic panel
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Main features
 Compact body, 4.3 TFT screen, mineral
glass
 Miniaturized tablet like casing
 Waterproof unit (IP67)
 CAN inputs
 Rudged design and vibration proof
 High visibility in all light conditions
(800ccd/m²)
 Adjustable brightness (auto and manual
mode)
 Wide language selection (English, French,
German, Italian and Spanish)
 12 or 24 Volts D.C supply
 Array of 10 telltales warning engine lights
(led’s)
 Selectable EU (°C) or US (°F) units
 Selectable display (alphanumeric or dial)
 Dependable weatherproof backlit mode
buttons
DISPLAYED DATA
 Rated engine speed (0-4000 rpm)
 Engine temperaure (40-120 °C)
[40°F-248°F]
 Fuel tank level (0-4/4) -if fitted
 Hourmeter (0-999.9 h)
 Voltmeter (0-36 Volts)
 Oil engine temperature (50-150 °C)
[50°F-302°F] -if fitted
 Turbo pressure (0-2 bar)**
 Engine load (0-100 %)**
 Throttle (0-100 %)**
 Instant fuel consumption (0-999.9 l/h)**

SELECTABLE ALPHANUMERIC OR DIAL DISPLAY
Average fuel consumption (0-999.9 l/h)**
Rudder angle (45°-0-45°) - if fitted
 Trim (45°-0-45°) -if fitted
 Fresh water tank level
 DTC codes
ALARMS
 Battery charge
 Engine preheating
 Coolant engine temperature
 Oil pressure
 Transmission oil level***
 Fuel low in tank*
 Neutral*
 Engine check**
 Water in fuel**
 Turbo pressure**
DIMENSIONS
 Unit fitted on A4 Nanni standard Panel :
205 x 120 mm [8.07 x 4.72 in.]



Language and Service counter display

Turbo pressure and Engine load display

* Available as an option
** Only on Common Rail Engines
*** Only on Stern Drive

SI-4 ASSEMBLY KIT WITH A4 PANEL
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